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Presenting author Poster title
Implications of non-Markovian dynamics on information-driven engineABAHObinna

Non-trivial quantum oscillation geometric phase shift in a trivial bandADAKPratap Chandra

Structure of Physical Theory from Information SymmetryAGRAWALSristy

Quantum violation of an instrumental testAGRESTIIris
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Stationary entanglement generation with electromechanical resonatorsBARZANJEHShabir

Objective realism in quantum mechanics BEDNORZAdam

Magnon heralding in cavity optomagnonicsBITTENCOURTVictor

QKD for Global Navigation Satellite Systems: experimental feasibility on a link of 20000 kmCALDERAROLuca

Quantum state smoothing:
Why the types of observed and unobserved measurements matter

CHANTASRIAreeya

Fast high fidelity quantum non-demolition qubit readout via a non-perturbative cross-Kerr couplingDASSONNEVILLERemy

Ground-state cooling of a nanomechanical oscillator by postselectionEREMEEVVitalie

Local and global estimation of quantum state overlapFANIZZAMarco
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Optimal Extraction of Non-Classical correlation in Bipartite State Using Weak MeasurementGAUTAMAkanksha

Restoring Heisenberg scaling in noisy quantum metrology by monitoring the environmentGENONIMarco 

Compressed sensing of twisted photonsHUFNAGELFelix

Absolute irreversibility and continuous quantum measurement: a fluctuation theorem perspectiveKIZHAKKUMPURATH
MANIKANDAN

Sreenath

Multiplexed readout of four qubits in 3D circuit QED architecture using a broadband Josephson Parametric AmplifierKUNDUSuman

New Phenomena in the Optimal Paths of Diffusive Quantum Trajectories, Part 1: Multipath DynamicsLEWALLEPhilippe 

Certified answers for ordered quantum discrimination problemsMARTINEZ VARGASEsteban

Photonic Simulations of Cyclic Quantum SystemsNEJADSATTARIFarshad

Ultra-low electronic temperature measurement in a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator with an 4He immersion cellNICOLÍGiorgio

Coherence orders, decoherence, and quantum metrologyPAIVA PIRESDiego

Experimental learning of quantum statesPODERINIDavide

Device independent test of a delayed choice experimentPOLINOEmanuele

An  experimental design to investigate the quantum three-box paradox in a new formREMYMathilde

Time-resolved tunneling between Landau levels in a weakly coupled quantum dot in the integer and fractional quantum Hall regimesRÖÖSLIMarc

Self-testing of maximally entangled state of arbitrary local dimensionSARKARShubhayan

Full Counting Statistics of Majorana BraidingSIMONSThomas

Quantum cryptography in realistic conditions with structured photonsSITAlicia

Real-time propagator summation theorem: quantum detection of charge-qubits and full-counting statistics of quantum-point contactsSKOROBAGATKOGleb

Do quantum correlations know about signalling?SNIZHKOKyrylo
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New Phenomena in the Optimal Paths of Diffusive Quantum Trajectories, Part 2: ChaosSTEINMETZJohn

Giant Atom Regime of Quantum OpticsSURIBaladitya

Inducing many-body localization with weak measurementsSZYNISZEWSKI Marcin

POVM-based Quantum Random Number GeneratorTEBYANIANHamid

The geometro-hydrodynamical formalism Â of quantum spinning particle in the context of wave-pilot theoryTRUKHANOVAMariya

Distillation of strong single-mode-squeezed entanglement(SMSE) with enhanced photon subtractionsZHANGShengLi


